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there might be simulation measurements in a given city, even
industrial case studies.
A. Design requirements

Fig. 1: The high-level ”Tetris” plan of the OOCWC platform.
Related Works
It is not rare to use competitions in a given research and
educational area, for example the RoboCup [3] focuses on
artificial intelligence. We have suggested a similar initiative
for smart city research.
The paper [4] presents a case study about investigation of
replacing traditional cars with driverless cars in Singapore and
[4, p. 10 Fig. 2] shows that the authors of the study have
already used 10 × 105 number of vehicles but it may be noted
that their simulation is not a realistic one in the sense that the
simulated cars are not standalone agents.
Realistic traffic simulations have already been used in [5].
Here, it can be noted that our traffic simulation model can
also be seen as a variant of the Nagel-Schreckenberg (NaSch)
model [6] because we have used a cell-based approach as well.
Many traffic simulation models have been developed. In
general, three classes exist: 1) The agent-based models (or
microscopic models), which is the method presented in [7]
and considered as a representative, modern approach of microscopic models. 2) The continuum models (or macroscopic
models), there exists several solution, e.g. [8], [9]. 3) Hybrid
models which work as a mixture of the two above, like [10].
Our rapid prototypes are agent-based systems. In addition, one
of our prototypes called ”Justine” can be considered as a standalone multi-agent system that has the ability to support multiagent programming competitions.
II. T HE OOCWC PLATFORM
Fig. 1 shows the high level architecture of the system to
be developed [11]. 1) Map, City, The competition: each
competition is played on a map and assigned to a given city.
2) ASA, HSA: Automated Sensor Annotations and Human
controlled Sensor Annotations. The ASA subsystem automatically collects traffic flow data using video cameras. In contrast
with this, HSA provides data collected by volunteers. The
collected data will be used in the Robocar City Emulator.
3) Robocar City Emulator, Results, Monitors: The Monitor
programs can visualize the working of the Robocar City
Emulator. The results typically are competition reports but
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Only some requirements are highlighted in this section. The
full requirements can be found in the software repository of the
project [11, doc/SRS] 1) Firstly, it must be specified that the
Robocar Emulator can only be considered as an emulator for
determining the traffic routing input and output of driverless
cars, but in all other aspects it is a simulator. A distant goal is
to provide a simulation in which the behavior of the driverless
cars and human-driven cars are similar, as much as possible.
2) It is a very important requirement that the platform to
be developed must be able to handle a very large number of
cars. For example, [4] shows a simulation experiment in which
there are 106 cars. 3) Another important requirement for the
platform is, that it should be able to take into consideration
the actual size of a car in such a way that a road can become
closed because of the high density of traffic.
Crowd Sensing: The input of the Robocar City Emulator is
stored in the City Cloud. This cloud system contains data about
the city where the RCE operates. The collection of the data
is a crowd sensing based solution. It can be performed in two
ways: 1) A community of volunteers perform it manually with
a cell phone software (HSA). 2) With specific hardware components developed for our purposes (ASA). By community
based solutions we mean manually performed measurements.
However, a cell phone application is being developed to assist
the data recording. These smart phone applications are very
simple and easy-to-use, they consist of only a few buttons. If a
vehicle passes the point of measurement, a tap of the respective
button is enough to record the event. After the annotation is
finished, the application sends the time, position and recorded
information to our cloud. Some similar, community based
crowd sourcing solutions can be found in [12].
The specific hardware components, that are being developed
for our purposes, can perform data collection without user interaction. These devices will be able to recognize vehicles via
their video interface. The object detection will be performed
with pre-trained cascade files, similar to those used in [13].
This type of object detection has good performance in face
and eye recognition [14], [15]. Several solutions are being
developed. The main difference between them is the type of
processor assembled inside the hardware. The common part in
our hardware design is the I/O parts and the usage of a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The FPGA component can
perform tasks with very high speed. For the input, we use an
image sensor (e.g. a high resolution video capture module)
and a GPS module (to achieve accurate positioning). For the
output, we use a standard GSM module to reach mobile data
connectivity.
The first type of our hardware design is an ARM based
solution [16], [17]. In this type, we use the advantages of
the FPGA, mainly for I/O and memory management. The
ARM gives us a standard option to perform calculations and
image processing. This kind of hardware development can
take place on development boards. The main advantage of
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this type is that we can use an Embedded Linux System,
so the high level processing tasks can be developed in a
standard Linux/UNIX environment. An example for this type
of system is the widely applied and very popular Raspberry
Pi single-board computer [18]. The selection of the suitable
development board is currently in progress.
Another solution is based on a soft-processor. In this type,
we do not have a physical processor, only an FPGA, so we
should add a pre-defined one to our hardware design (e.g. a
Xilinx MicroBlaze). In this case, we must specify the operation
of the processor, however its instruction set is poorly defined.
The third type of solution has no processor at all, only a pure
FPGA design. The whole process, including the I/O handling,
image processing and some basic analytics is performed by an
FPGA. Certainly, this solution gives us the fastest processing
speed, but its development is more complicated.
We conclude that the ARM based solution is very flexible
and it is easy to extend it with new features, but we are limited
to its instruction set. Also, because OOCWC is an open source
project, a hardware design developed in this environment can
easily be opened for a community interested in such systems,
because these components are cheap and widely used. On
the other hand, the purely FPGA based solutions have an
advantage in processing speed and we are not limited to the
instruction set of ARM.
B. Rapid Prototypes
1) Justine: this is a rapid prototype for development
of the OOCWC platform. It is entirely based on OpenStreetMap [19] (OSM) which is a worldwide, communitybased open data project published under the Open Data
Commons Open Database License. Justine is released under
the GNU General Public License Version 3 and can be
downloaded from the project’s repository at https://github.com/
nbatfai/robocar-emulator. It contains three main components:
1) the rcemu is the main software package and consists of
Boost C++11 implementations of the smart city and the traffic
simulator programs, 2) the rcwin and rclog are online and
offline visualization programs for displaying and replaying
rcemu simulation files 3) the DocBook 5.1 XML-based [20]
documentation sub-project can also be found in the project’s
repository. The rcemu uses libosmium library [21] for the
processing of OSM data. The result of the processing is the
routing map graph that is placed in a shared memory segment
by the smart city server. The other task of the smart city
server is to simulate activities that may occur in the city.
The traffic server can simulate the traffic flows. In addition,
rcemu contains a sample program that has been written to
demonstrate how a client can communicate with the traffic
server through TCP and how the shared memory graph may
be handled. From the viewpoint of functionality, clients may
be routine cars, smart cars and guided cars. From these cars
the guided cars are controlled by the competing teams. We are
currently working on several editions of the prototype Justine.
The main edition of Justine is called “Police Edition” in
which cop multi-agents pursue gangster agents for ten minutes.
Gangsters are smart cars and cops are guided cars.
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Fig. 2: The rcwin display program in action in the competition
called Debrecen 2.

The rcwin and rclog have entirely similar structure, both of
them are based on JXMapViewer2 [22]. The rcwin program
can be seen in action in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
At the time of writing this paper, the official documentation
is available only in the Hungarian language, but translations to
many languages have already been prepared in the framework
of the UDPROG project [23]. A YouTube video of the entire
installation process and usage of the OOCWC platform can
be seen at https://youtu.be/ FNoFqlygyE.
Operation of simulation model: The simulation has taken
place in a rectangular part of the OSM map of the given
city in which the competition is played. We call this part as
“City Operating Area” or briefly COA. To be more precise, we
have built two alternative data structures: one using a directed
routing graph created from the OSM data and one using a
Boost Graph Library (BGL) graph created from the previous
directed graph. The simulation server is based on the directed
routing graph but the custom clients may use the BGL graph
as well. For example, in the case of Debrecen, the COA is
bounded with GPS coordinates from 47.4095 to 47.652 and
from 21.4268 to 21.8628. The corresponding routing graphs
have 77591 edges and 37455 vertices. Using the terminology
of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, all edges are divided cells.
If we interpret our simulation as an implementation of the
NaSch model, then the cell length is equal to 3 meters that
corresponds to 15 m/s = 54 km/h speed because our simulation
cycles last 200 milliseconds. (It also means that all vehicles
can move with the same velocity.) In contrast with the NaSch
model, a cell may contain many cars, but each edge can only
contain a given number of cars. This limit is calculated as the
edge length divided by the length of the cell.
The routine cars move by random walk or ant simulations
[24], [25]. In the latter case, for example, the next edge of
a routine car will be chosen with a probability that increases
with the number of past selections of the given edge. The
sample client has a predefined implementation of Dijkstra’s
and Bellman-Ford algorithms to support the routing of guided
cars. These implementations use the BGL’s Dijkstra’s and
Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithms [26].
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(a) Tile-set view

(b) Aerial view

(c) Hybrid view from distance

(d) Hybrid view closer

Fig. 3: The rcwin display program in action, hybrid view in Manhattan, New York City, USA. These views are provided by
the JXMapViewer2[22].
2) Justina: this is another rapid prototype for development
of the OOCWC platform and it is also based on OpenStreetMap. The main program contains both the emulator and
the visualization components. The emulator uses the same
libosmium library for the processing of OSM data. After the
data is processed, the emulator cleans out the unnecessary
parts, keeping only the roads, thus reducing the size of the
map. From this data, a graph is created using the Boost Graph
Library which holds the car objects and to which routing
algorithms can be applied. The main routing algorithm for the
non-routine car agents is the A* algorithm [26]. The algorithm
takes into consideration the weight of the edges (roads). The
weight of each edge is calculated from its length and the
number of cars currently located on that edge, so the less
congested roads are more likely to be part of the result. The
routine cars move based on the ant simulation algorithm.
The visualization component uses the Qt development
framework and can be seen in action in Fig. 4.
III. R ESULTS
A. From Debrecen-1 to Debrecen-3
At the time of writing this paper, we have already organized
three tournaments. The main purpose of these competitions
was to gather first experience with the initial version of the
OOCWC software and to find bugs in the source code. The
Justine prototype has been used for tournaments. The first
competition called Debrecen-1 was held in December 2014
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Fig. 4: The display program in action with 10122 cars

with six teams. Three out of the six teams and three new
teams participated in the second competition (Debrecen-2) in
January 2015. The third competition called Debrecen-3 was
held in March 2015, where 43 teams were competing. All three
competitions were organized using the prototype “Justine”.
The detailed documentation (that contains Announcements,
Team Qualification Papers, Traffic Logs and Competition
Reports) of the last two tournaments is available in English
and can be found at http://justine.inf.unideb.hu/2015/Europe/
Hungary/Debrecen.
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B. Data acquisition
An important part of the system is the data acquisition. To
simulate real-world events (e.g. routing, real traffic simulations) we need real-world data. In order to deliver this data,
we have implemented a crowd sensing device, which we mentioned in Sect. II-A. The device is an ARM based hardware
and software solution and it will be suitable to install it into
individual traffic entities (e.g. cars, buses). We should note
that an initial testing phase has occurred. In this experiment,
some streets of the city of Debrecen has been measured and
served as an input for the Robocar City Emulator. The data
acquisition project, called Real-Time Traffic Analyzer [16],
was applied to proceed this experiment in the Crowd-sourced
Traffic Simulator project [27]. The device and the experiment
are discussed in [17].
In a brief summary, we give a picture about the operation
of this subsystem. With a device, which can be assembled into
vehicles, we are able to measure traffic environment around individual traffic entities (including private or public transport).
It is important for us regarding these devices that they are in
motion constantly, in contrast with the sensors installed on a
fix position. So we should consider every factor during the
development to aid our plan to install them into vehicles. The
base element of the device is a development board, which is
currently a Digilent Zybo. This board contains an FPGA and
an ARM processor, working parallel (this solution is the first
one in Sect. II-A). The FPGA part performs the I/O handling,
the ARM processor performs image processing. Because the
device is in motion all the time, we needed a GPS module
to obtain position and connecting measured data to roads
(e.g. streets). The measurement itself is a Haar-cascade based
object recognition, the video stream is served by a camera
module with the resolution of 640×480. The data is sent to
our server through internet connection provided by a GSM
module (GPRS connection).
The measurement itself is a car-counting function which
gives us a car density value on each road. As many car is
counted on a road as dense it is. On the server side, where we
receive this data, an algorithm collects these density values by
street, so we get a pair of street name and the corresponding
intensity of the traffic flow.
In the simulation we use this pair. On the standard interface
of the Robocar City Emulator we give this simple text file
as an input which will be the initial state of the simulation.
So the data collected by the Real-Time Traffic Analyzer, after
some systematization, will be served as an initial simulation
state. During the simulation we can observe the change of the
distribution of the initial data, actually, how the traffic situation
changes.
We can conclude that the data acquisition worked well
during the testing phase. The object detection method recognized nearly every type of vehicle in the environment of the
device, an accurate position obtained with the GPS and the
data arrived to our server properly during the measurement.
The Robocar City Emulator, after a minor development (and
after the creation of the standard interface as well) was able
to simulate the traffic outcomes from the initial data.
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Fig. 5: The initial distribution of cars is based on the following
roads Kassai út: 789, Egyetem sugárút: 317, Füredi út: 559,
Kishegyesi út: 979, Faraktár utca: 271.
C. The Development of the Traffic Simulation Engine
As we mentioned in the introduction, the challenge of the
robocar-emulator project is how to handle a large number
of vehicles in the traffic simulation, for example, a million
cars. It is clear that implementing cars in the simulation as
individual software agents is a nearly impossible task. That is
why we introduced the notion of routine cars. They are not
individual entities like UNIX processes, Java threads or CUDA
threads and they have no own individual properties. A routine
car only has a probability distribution over the traffic graph
nodes. It allows that routine cars can be built in the simulation
software itself. The initial distribution of the cars is based on
real measured or estimated data. In this work, the simulation
starts from a modified version of the estimated distribution
used in [17] as it can be seen in Fig. 5. Our main task in
this paragraph is to investigate how the traffic simulation had
changed this initial distribution of the cars. Fig. 6, 7 and 8
show the changing distribution of the cars over the traffic
graph of Debrecen. These ordered histograms present the roads
of Debrecen in decreasing order of the number of contained
cars at different times of the simulation. It is an interesting
observation that neither of these simulations change roughly
the (Pareto) nature of the initial distribution but unfortunately it
has not been enough. It is also very important that the ordering
of the roads must stay the same during the 10 minutes of
the simulation. It can be seen well in the presented ordered
histograms that our simulation engine cannot fulfill this criteria
at its current development phase.
D. Future Work
In this paper, we have shown that random walk and ant
simulations are not suitable to move routine cars for the real
simulations. The main research goal of the OOCWC platform
is to develop a new kind of traffic simulation that does not
change the ordering of the roads in the ordered histograms
generated during the simulation.
Regarding the crowd sensing subsystem the development
and the testing phase has already been initiated. We should
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(a) At the beginning of the simulation the number of roads is 78.

(c) After the ten-minute simulation the number of roads is 1725.

(b) After a minute the number of roads is 1085.

(d) The previous time moment of the simulation is shown in the display
program.

Fig. 6: Ordered histograms of cars per road. The x-axis shows the roads ordered by the number of contained cars. The y-axis
shows the number of cars on the same road. These histograms only include roads that have at least one car. The simulation has
started from a “measured” distribution shown in Fig. 5 and contains 10000 routine cars colored purple that move by random
walk.
note that this prototype serve as a good foundation for further
research, however to set up a system with 40-50 devices (in
a city with the size of Debrecen) is necessary to obtain more
experience in the analysis.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced the OOCWC initiative
which is intended to offer a research platform for traffic
simulations and attempts to organize a community through
a coding competition. We have taken the first steps towards
a successful implementation of the OOCWC. The “Justine”
prototype has acquitted itself well in our local university
environment. We found bugs, of course, but they were not
too difficult to solve. Therefore, we believe that the time is
ripe to build international partnerships around the OOCWC
initiative. This paper is a step forward in this direction, because
comprehensive use is the best catalyst for the development of
a software system. Therefore, we invite researchers, university
teachers and students to join the competition and organize their
own championship in their own city.
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Furthermore, the OOCWC initiative has shown a great step
forward in the research of the connection between smart cities
and robotcars (mainly in the analysis of real traffic situations).
After the proper management of the data collected by the
Real-Time Traffic Analyzer and the fine tune of the Robocar
City Emulator, we were able to simulate real traffic situations
and observe their outcomes. Although, the build-in simulation
algorithms need further development, the system has proven
to be useful for such functions.
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(c) After the ten-minute simulation the number of roads is 122.

(a) At the beginning of the simulation the number of roads is 78.
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